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The Oldest Living Things in the World
by Rachel Sussman
University of Chicago Press, 2014
A colony of 80,000-year-old aspen trees in Utah, 400,000-year-old bacteria living in the Siberian permafrost and a shrub that has been self-propagating in Tasmania for 43,000 years are among the millennia-old organisms that photographer and writer Sussman traveled to seven continents to see. Her oversize book includes photographs, travel stories and interviews with scientists who study these impressive organisms.
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Clara Moskowitz is a senior editor at Scientific American, where she covers astronomy, space, physics and mathematics. She has been at Scientific American for a decade; previously she worked at Space.com. Moskowitz has reported live from rocket launches, space shuttle liftoffs and landings, suborbital spaceflight training, mountaintop observatories, and more. She has a bachelor's degree in astronomy and physics from Wesleyan University and a graduate degree in science communication from the University of California, Santa Cruz.
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